UTC Library Tip Sheet

Web of Science

Web of Science includes extensive content in the sciences and social sciences as well as material in the arts and humanities from 1965-present. Web of Science is the best database for locating related research and conducting citation analysis.

1. Search

Web of Science

- Type one keyword or phrase per box.
- To enter more search terms, Add another field

Search Tip
Try to use academic or scientific terms. For example, use myocardial infarction instead of heart attack or use the genus & species name for an animal.

2. Narrow & Sort Results

- Use the filters on the left side of your results to narrow by date, format, funding agency & more.
- Web of Science sorts results by date. Sort by Relevance for better search results.
Navigate the Article & Use the Citation Network

If you find one really relevant source, use the Citation Network to find related relevant articles.

Citation Information

Find Full Text

Save to EndNote

Number of times the article has been cited. Click number to retrieve the citing articles.

Number of cited references in the article’s bibliography. Click number to retrieve cited references.

Citation Report

Create a Citation Report to see the state of research on your topic of interest.

Choose the link on the far right of your results page.

Questions? Get Help!

www.utc.edu/library | Drop by the Information Desk

Schedule an appointment | Call 423-425-4510 | Text 423-521-0564